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In practice this meant concrete walls and floors retained in
their raw unpolished state, with the addition of light toned
wood and white fixtures creating a subtle contradiction
between the products — that are perfect — and the space —
that is imperfect. The design took about a month to finalise
and the fit-out about a week to complete.
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‘They are seeking a good experience, and so design must fit
with hospitality and service for any business. We consider this
to be a sixth sense: asking ourselves about what constitutes a
comfortable life. Design and creativity are subjective matters,
so if you enjoy the process it will be reflected in the product
and space that you create.’

An aerial view of the industrial loft space that houses WING. Image by Ramon van der Heijden

The terrace at dusk, overlooking the eastern part of Victoria Harbour. Image by Dennis Lo
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This page: Axonometric plan views of the space with partitions open (top) or closed (bottom)
Facing page: Four views of the movable partition wall that helps to separate various ‘wings’ of the large loft space. The abstract design
created by LEAD represents the type of contemporary dance and movement that will be hosted in the space. Images by Dennis Lo
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A brushed brass feature wall wraps around the face of the kitchen and becomes the back wall of a library space. Image by Dennis Lo
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Looking into the office spaces as individual
sections or one open space. Images by Dennis Lo

